**Project Number:** OP ID 42086 CCSUP  
**Project name:** Complex (Consolidated) Safety Upgrade Program of Power Units of Nuclear Power Plants  
**Country:** Ukraine  
**Purchaser:** State Enterprise “National Nuclear Energy Generating Company ‘Energoatom’”  
**Tender Reference No. and name:** Package No.160, RFP-12302-22302-160-GOODS-1  
Measure No. 12302 and 22302 Implement equipment to modernize main reactor joint sealing  
**Scope of Contract:**  
Supply of Goods and Related Services  
Manufacturing and supply of the equipment to modernize main reactor joint sealing at Power Units 5, 6 of SS Zaporizhzhya NPP and Power Unit 2 of SS South-Ukraine NPP of SE NNEGC “Energoatom”  

| Name of each Tender who submitted a Tender: | 1. Consortium “Tensor RZVA” (Sweden);  
2. JVC “EKSORTUS-BIS-ATOMTEHELEKTRO” (Lithuania) |
| Name and evaluated prices of each Tender that was evaluated: | 1. Consortium “Tensor RZVA”  
4 240 837, 00 Euro  
2. JVC “EKSORTUS-BIS-ATOMTEHELEKTRO”  
2 287 777, 00 Euro |
| Name of Tenderers whose Tenders were rejected and the reasons for their rejection: | JVC “EKSORTUS-BIS-ATOMTEHELEKTRO” – non-compliance with technical requirements of the Tender Document |
| Name of the winning Tenderer, and the Contract price: | Consortium “Tensor RZVA” (Sweden)  
4 240 827, 00 Euro |

**Duration of Contract:** until 2020